
HYPERBARIC OXYGEN THERAPY

Overview. Hyperbaric oxygen therapy involves breathing pure oxygen in a pressurized room or tube. Hyperbaric oxygen
therapy is a well-established treatment.

During decompression, these air-filled pockets will begin to expand, and, if the pressure is not relieved by the
airways in the lungs, these pockets can rupture. In necrotising fasciitis rapidly progressive skin infection
without muscle disease retrospective studies suggest that hyperbaric oxygen is beneficial in combination with
surgical debridement but prospective controlled trials are lacking. Decompression sickness can result in pain,
neurological injury, cardiopulmonary collapse, and possibly death. Philadelphia, PA: Elsevier Saunders; chap 
Review provided by VeriMed Healthcare Network. The higher partial pressures achieved with hyperbaric
oxygen may stimulate new vessel growth and healing in damaged irradiated tissue which has lost the capacity
for restorative cellular proliferation. They attest that pressure and additional oxygen can benefit various bodily
functions and cite a number of studies that support their claims. Your ears may pop when you get out of the
chamber. The middle-ear is an air-filled cavity behind the ear drum that connects to the throat through a
slit-like passage called the eustachian tube. Rarely, the change will not completely return to its baseline level.
Since this initial trial at least 14 trials, of which eight are high quality randomised controlled studies, have
been published. Importantly, no such effect has been found in neurological tissues. Clinical trials Explore
Mayo Clinic studies testing new treatments, interventions and tests as a means to prevent, detect, treat or
manage this disease. After the procedure Once your session is complete, you may feel lightheaded or tired.
Because of this, you can't take items such as lighters or battery-powered devices into the hyperbaric oxygen
therapy chamber. However, there is concern that air may be trapped in lesions that were created by surgical
scarring. For chronic illnesses, DAN note that a session usually lasts around 2 hours. Adverse effects Possible
adverse effects include pain and damage to the: ears eyes, including vision changes and cataracts teeth. For
some people with carbon monoxide poisoning, one session is enough. Hypoglycemia Some patients with
diabetes experience a drop in blood sugar during hyperbaric treatments. Editorial team. Or you'll be
transported to a hyperbaric oxygen facility that's separate from the hospital. Treatment for long-term chronic
conditions may be repeated over days or weeks. Side effects of hyperbaric oxygen therapy Hyperbaric oxygen
is usually well tolerated with few side-effects. A review article in the journal, Targeted Oncology, reports that
"there is no evidence indicating that HBO neither acts as a stimulator of tumor growth nor as an enhancer of
recurrence. In the early stages of the condition, the lungs rapidly return to baseline once the oxygen
concentration is decreased. Risks Inappropriate use of HBOT can lead to a number of adverse effects, as it
involves oxygen at a high atmospheric pressure. This doesn't limit normal activities. Failure to equalize the
pressure in the sinuses and the external environment leads to severe pain and possibly bleeding into the
sinuses. Certain skin grafts and flaps Crush injuries Ask your provider if hyperbaric oxygen therapy is right
for your condition. In the eight high quality studies the patients had chronic stable or chronic progressive
multiple sclerosis, had at least 20 sessions of therapy for 90 minutes over four weeks, and were adequately
assessed with evoked potentials and for functional and disability state. While this is rare during clinical
hyperbaric treatments, it does occur and may be more likely in those with pre-existing seizure disorders or
hypoglycemia low blood sugar. Potential risks include: Temporary nearsightedness myopia caused by
temporary eye lens changes Middle ear injuries, including leaking fluid and eardrum rupture, due to increased
air pressure Lung collapse caused by air pressure changes barotrauma Seizures as a result of too much oxygen
oxygen toxicity in your central nervous system In certain circumstances, fire â€” due to the oxygen-rich
environment of the treatment chamber How you prepare Pure oxygen can cause fire if a spark or flame ignites
a source of fuel. However, in many of these situations the scientific evidence is flimsy and use should be
restricted to randomised controlled trials. You will lie on a table that slides into the monoplace. Fevers may
predispose to convulsions. Most are relatively mild and self-limited, but some can be severe and even
life-threatening.


